
Thank you for purchasing your E.A. water de-toxifier. We are sure you will be 
delighted with its performance.

FUNCTION
The new E.A. De-Tox range is a quick and simple method of filtering-out harmful chlorine and 
other impurities from tap water. Ideal for first fills, water changes and top-ups. No need to wait for 
the chlorine to “gas off”, just fill up straight from the hose pipe.

PREPARATION
“Purge” the filter for up to two minutes by opening the tap fully, allowing the exit water to run 
straight into a drain. Once the water runs clear, the filter is ready for use.

Installation
The filter can be used horizontally or vertically. Both ends can be used as either inlet or outlet 
points. Please observe the maximum flow rate recommended (2 gallons per minute) and drain after 
use before storage if being used temporarily and not as a permanent trickle. A lower flow rate will 
give better results and prolong the life of the product.

Connection
Attach to your hose pipe using the supplied connectors. 

Storage
Ensure the filter is kept in a cool, dark place and that the carbon is fully drained. Should the 
filter be used as part of a permanent top up system, keep the unit out of direct sunlight or high 
temperatures to achieve maximum filter life.

The 30 inch high-grade activated carbon filter will treat up to:-
350,000 Litres    /    76,992 U.K. Gallons    /    92,470 U.S. Gallons

The 12 inch high-grade activated carbon filter will treat up to:-
150,000 Litres    /    33,000 U.K. Gallons    /    39,600 U.S. Gallons
(all dependant on water quality and flow rate)

The filter must not be used in freezing conditions as this can cause irreparable damage and 
invalidate your warranty.

Disposal
Our filters are 100% recyclable, please dispose of as a plastic item.
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Developed & Manufactured in the UK by

www.evolutionaqua.com

We can supply, if needed, 
mounting brackets which 
won’t crack or damage the 
product.

http://www.evolutionaqua.com
http://www.ionicsystems.com

